
Market Commentary: First Quarter, 2010 
Watch out for that Fat Tail Risk! 
As we begin the New Year and approach six months in busi-
ness at Hodes Weill & Associates, we are struck by the range 
of views on the state of the commercial real estate indus-
try in terms of valuations, demand trends and the oppor-
tunity and risks associated with investing. We have heard 
well-considered opinions ranging from “the world is com-
ing to an end” to “the worst is behind us” and “the extent of  
distress is overblown.” Recently, we have heard from invest-
ment professionals that the pace of “reasonably priced deal 
flow is picking up,” beginning in late 2009. Others opine 
that while there are many deals in the market, nothing  
represents “good value.” We are hearing that lenders are just 
starting to become “serious” about addressing their portfolio 
issues, particularly in the CMBS arena. But we note that the 
top 100 banks hold $1.1 trillion of commercial real estate loans,  
including approximately $290 billion of construction and land loans (and have taken minimal  
mark-downs to date). These widely divergent opinions have resulted in a substantial bid/ask spread 
and limited transaction volume to date – particularly for transitional or non-stabilized assets. 

In the real estate private funds world, portfolios, particularly vintage 2005-2008, continue to  
experience growing levels of distress and illiquidity. Some observers believe that fund NAVs have 
bottomed, while others are expecting another downdraft to consume investors and fund managers 
in the months ahead. Many LPs are encouraging their managers to take aggressive write-downs 
now, to get the bad news out of the way. In a growing number of cases, unrealized losses from 
mark-downs are turning into realized losses, as fund managers hand properties back to their  
lenders. While the headlines generated by handing back keys may be unpleasant for managers 
and LPs, cutting off an arm to save the body is often the right decision to make. This constitutes a 
new challenge for many fund managers who came of age during the past decade and have never 
experienced a market correction. We believe that the next few years will be characterized by more 
of a workout mentality where “recoveries” will replace “realizations” as the objective. We also  
expect a wide dispersion of performance in the real estate private funds industry, which will  
provide an opportunity for institutional investors to better assess the capabilities of managers.  
And it may well be the case that achieving a 1.0x equity multiple for vintage funds post-2005 will 
represent top-decile performance. 

Looking forward, we offer several observations. First, institutions have not abandoned real estate 
as an asset class. While it is unclear when institutional capital flows will increase, and unrealis-
tic to expect a return to the excessive liquidity of the past four years, we are already seeing signs 
that institutions plan to pursue new investments. Second, as institutions begin to consider new  
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investments, they are revisiting the perennial questions: when to invest, where to invest, how to 
invest and what returns should be targeted. We expect to see a “return to basics” with respect to 
long-term objectives, including a focus on price per square foot, price relative to replacement cost, 
the income component of return, location, tenant credit/quality, etc., and a more thorough under-
writing and pricing of risk. 

When To InvesT? 

Institutional investors widely agree that the next 3-5 years will provide the opportunity to achieve 
favorable absolute returns in real estate, but the fear of being wrong or premature continues to 
outweigh the enthusiasm to invest. After the harrowing roller coaster of the past 24 months, and 
with the economic outlook remaining uncertain, many institutions are not yet prepared to invest 
and are not worried about “missing the bottom”. For those institutions that are considering invest-
ments, they are focused on distressed strategies that provide the opportunity to earn the elusive 
“20% IRR and 2.0x multiple” at reduced levels of risk. We anticipate that as the markets begin 
to stabilize, institutions will also allocate a greater percentage of their real estate portfolios to  
longer-term strategies including core and value-add. 

Many institutions, particularly public pension plans, are finding themselves under-invested in real 
estate compared to their target allocations. This is due to a number of factors including the reversal 
of the denominator effect as public equities and other investments have performed well of late, 
and continued write-downs in their private real estate holdings over the past several quarters. As 
noted, most investors are in no rush to re-build portfolios, but very few have decided that they will 
not return to the asset class once the dust has settled. The issues are timing and conviction. Private, 
non-institutional capital seems to be stepping up to the plate, which is similar to prior cycles when 
high net worth entrepreneurs were some of the earliest participants in distressed real estate invest-
ing. For many individuals, earning 10 basis points in a money market is getting frustrating, and the 
temptation to earn greater returns (by accepting more risk) grows every day. But we would note that 
while property yields (i.e., cap rates) are at a significant premium to treasuries relative to historical 
averages (if you believe in-place rents are sustainable), property yields are at a discount to other 
non-risk free investments. 
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We tend to agree with Mark Twain that “history does not repeat itself, but it does rhyme”. Despite 
recent indications that transaction volume may be accelerating, history would not support that 
trend. During the last significant downturn in the property markets in the late 1980’s/early 1990’s, 
there was a 4-5 year lag from when the market turned down to when transaction volumes picked 
up. While market cycles seem to occur faster in today’s world, we are only 24 months into this 
current cycle of financial distress (and 18 months from the beginning of the decline in property 
values). The initial phase of the correction has moved much more quickly than in the late 1980’s, 
when it took four years for the NCREIF Index to trough (by contrast, it has only taken 18 months 
for the index to sustain a similar correction this time around). But we believe that the market  
remains far from the “bottom” for a few key reasons. Most importantly, the late-cycle availability of 
low-cost, “covenant light” leverage from the peak investing years ensures that defaults and fore-
closures will accelerate over the coming years. Rents and net operating income (NOI) are likely to 
continue to decline for most asset types for the next several years, bottoming as debt maturities 
and restructurings are accelerating. As assets get re-priced, new owners with a lower basis will be 
in a position to set rents at very competitive levels, further dragging down operating fundamen-
tals. Institutions and investors are well-advised to avoid “catching the falling knife,” and need to 
adjust their strategies accordingly, given the many indications that the correction has not yet run 
its course.

WheRe To InvesT? 

Most U.S. institutions, and many offshore investors, have turned their sights back towards invest-
ments in the U.S. and no longer feel the need to invest internationally to achieve higher absolute  
returns. European and Asian-based institutions have demonstrated an increased appetite for  
investing in the U.S. If the Treasury takes action on a relaxation of the withholding income tax 
applied to the sale of foreign-owned U.S. real estate (FIRPTA), as is being seriously considered 
at this time, there will be a rapid acceleration of foreign capital moving into U.S. assets, which  
would substantially improve the prospects for a softer landing and a quicker re-equitization of the 
U.S. market. 
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U.S. Quarterly Transaction Volume vs. NCREIF 

AAA and BBB CMBS Spreads to Swaps (bp)  

Source: REIS
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With respect to where to invest within the capital 
structure, many institutions are focused on debt- 
oriented strategies, where they perceive the oppor-
tunity to achieve equity-like returns with downside  
protection. Fund managers have responded by  
adjusting their strategies and fund offerings to  
emphasize debt orientation. A focus on “distressed 
debt” investing has replaced “off market” investing 
as the most over-used term in the industry. 

Investors are considering a range of investment 
strategies to access debt markets, including senior 
and subordinated debt, new origination platforms, 
distressed and non-performing debt, mortgage  
REITs, direct lending and securities (i.e. CMBS). Many 
institutions are opting for separate accounts to access these strategies. While there is widespread 
discussion about the return of the securitization market, investors are skeptical at best about the 
ability of banks to appropriately price risk throughout the capital stack – particularly if the banks’ 
measure of success is based on their ability to distribute the securities. Institutions (and the regu-
latory authorities) are concerned that unless banks retain an ownership position in the securities,  
the market will once again have the responsibility to price the risk. 

hoW To InvesT? 

Investors note that the question of how to invest is increasingly one of method and structure:  
public securities, direct investments, separate accounts, joint ventures and private funds are all  
accepted as viable options. Public real estate companies have taken advantage of their access to the 
capital markets over the past 12 months to deleverage and stabilize their portfolios. The strengths 
and benefits of the public model have clearly been proven. However, this has been at the expense 
of substantial dilution. The combination of rising share prices and declining FFO/share resulting 
from weakening operating fundamentals and dilution from equity issuances, has driven up FFO 
multiples to a significant premium over long-term averages. And despite the benefits of liquidity, 
REIT stocks remain highly volatile (over 2x the volatility for the S&P 500 since January 1, 2008).  
Currently, the market is inundated with a significant pipeline of potential IPOs, including “blind 
pool” raises. But with limited transaction volume in the market, how long will these “blind pool” 
REITs need to sit on cash?
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In a reversal of a 10-year trend, institutions are shifting their focus from private funds back towards 
direct investing, separate accounts and joint ventures. These alternatives make sense for larger in-
stitutions with in-house teams that have investment and asset management capabilities. However, 
most institutions are not staffed for this type of investing. Further, though institutions may feel that 
they are in better control of their destinies by using these structures, they may increase their risk 
profile through less diversification and complicated governance structures. It is difficult to quantify 
the value of the “control premium” with separate accounts/joint ventures. It is widely understood 
that property investment professionals are economic animals. Since fees for managing separate 
accounts and joint ventures tend to be significantly lower than fees for funds, this could limit the 
fund manager’s ability to attract, retain and motivate a team. As the markets become more liquid, 
institutions may suffer from adverse manager selection, by virtue of the face that the lowest cost 
manager may not be the best-skilled manager. 

We continue to hold the view that the “death” of private funds has been greatly exaggerated.  
While many real estate fund managers (we estimate over 500 worldwide) will likely wind down 
fund management operations as the industry consolidates over the next few years, new players 
will emerge that will often incorporate veteran professionals from the prior cycles. However, we 
have little doubt that fund terms and governance should and will change. We still hold the view 
that no investment structure would have been immune to capital losses given the severe correc-
tion in the property markets. But perhaps the severity of the losses would have been lower had 
the target return not driven many managers to take undue risks with “other people’s money.” In 
hindsight, the problem was not just that many fund managers, in order to achieve 20%+ returns, 
took too much risk at the wrong time. It is 
also clear that investors’ desire to earn 20%+  
returns, year in and year out, was unreal-
istic without a substantial increase in risk.  
Increased risks included more leverage, 
shorter term debt, higher risk asset classes 
(including land, hotels, condos) and riskier 
strategies (including development, public-to- 
private transactions and emerging markets). 

TaRgeT ReTuRns? 

The target return for the real estate asset class is also under review. There seems to be the under-
standing, at long last, that real estate is not designed to generate 20% leveraged returns year-in 
and year-out. Given the extent of the losses (and the surprising number of investments that have 
gone to “0”), the practice of “risk adjusting” returns should be taken more seriously. Many inves-
tors have come around to the view that lower target returns, with much greater security, provide  
a better outcome over a full market cycle. 

So what is the appropriate target return in today’s market? And what type of risk is required if you 
are targeting a 20%+ return? While there are positive economic indicators to point to that would 
suggest that we are in the early stages of recovery, investors should not ignore obvious risks to the 
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recovery. On a macro basis, unemployment, fiscal and monetary policy, interest rates, rising taxes, 
inflation, currency volatility and geopolitical risk are a few of the factors that could have a signifi-
cant negative impact on valuations of, and demand for, commercial real estate. The downside risks 
presented by today’s market would suggest that to invest in real estate with less than a 15-20% tar-
get return would be inappropriate. The risk of capital loss, even in core investments, remains high. 

In the hedge fund world this is called Fat Tail Risk – 
when there is a higher risk or probability of a loss and 
the probability of outsized returns is diminished (as 
illustrated by the graph to the right). It is not realistic 
to assume a near-zero probability of a capital loss, 
particularly if you are targeting a 20%+ return. With 
all of the potential risk factors, known and unknown, 
we believe that the risk of capital loss remains rela-
tively high from a historical perspective. Even a newly 
constructed core asset, with high credit tenancy in the 
best location, has a high degree of risk of capital loss if 
cap rates widen – a cap rate widening from only 6.0% 
to 6.5% would imply approximately an 8% capital loss, assuming no leverage. Even within single 
markets, cap rates can vary widely. One investor’s 6% cap rate is another’s 10%, depending on 
assumptions for occupancy, rental rates, expense growth, etc. Similar to the early 1990’s, when 
opportunistic real estate funds came of age, price per unit or square foot and pricing relative to 
replacement cost will become the most reliable metrics in today’s market. 

LookIng ahead 

We are often asked if “now is the time to get back into the real estate market”. We are really no bet-
ter able to predict the future than other market participants, though we have our own views on what 
we might personally be doing at this time. That said, we do wish to offer the following advice: 

•  It may seem obvious to many, but we think it is worth re-stating that if you can’t afford to suffer 
any loss, then put off investing in real estate – and definitely avoid high risk strategies targeting 
high yields and multiples. There is no such thing as a no-risk deal in today’s market environment. 

•  Accept the fact that it is not possible to achieve high returns from real estate, without accepting 
meaningful risk. In an era of zero percent interest rates, there is good reason to assume that the 
world generally, and the real estate market, specifically, remains difficult to underwrite and time. 
If you can afford some degree of risk that you could lose capital, then perhaps the upside poten-
tial of investing in real estate over the next several years justifies the risk. 

•  In any case, make sure you understand the risks of the strategy, asset and investment vehicle in 
which you are investing. If you are investing in funds, in addition to underwriting the manager’s 
track record, focus on structure, governance, alignment of interest and stability of the sponsor.  
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hodes WeILL & assocIaTes

Hodes Weill & Associates (HW&A) is a New York-based, advisory and principal investment  
business focused on the real estate private equity and private funds industry on a global basis. 
HW&A offers independent advisory services to fund managers, institutional investors, fund advi-
sory committees, lenders and other interested parties in the real estate private funds/private equity 
community. In addition, the firm sources and invests capital to assist in the recapitalization and 
restructuring of fund managers, funds and fund portfolio investments. HW&A is employee-owned 
and managed. 

The Partners of HW&A have 75+ years of real estate experience across many disciplines, including 
investment banking, restructuring, advisory, institutional capital raising and principal investing. 
The Partners leverage their deep skill set and a global network of relationships to provide advice 
and solutions to a wide range of complex situations impacting the rapidly changing industry. 

some of hW&a’s activities include: 

• Fund, Portfolio and Asset Recapitalizations 
• Transfer, Sale or Restructuring of Fund Managers 
• Independent Fiduciary to Institutional Investors 
• Investor and/or Advisory Committee Review of Fund Manager Proposals 
• Investor/Manager Conflict Resolution 
• Fairness Opinions; Valuation and Liquidity Analyses 
• Portfolio Rollups and IPO Contribution Analyses 
• Fund Manager Reviews and Track Record Assessment 
• Debt Restructuring and Buybacks 
• Fund Manager Positioning Analyses 
• Analyses of Strategic Alternatives 
• Co-investments and “Back-Stopped” Rights Offerings

Further information about the Company and backgrounds for the professional team can be found 
on the Company’s website at www.hodesweill.com or by calling 212-867-0888.

This document is only intended for institutional and/or professional investors. This material is intended for informational purposes only and should not be relied 
upon to make any investment decision, as it was prepared without regard to any specific objectives, or financial circumstances. It should not be construed as an  
offer, invitation to subscribe for, or to purchase/sell any investment. Any investment or strategy referenced may involve significant risks, including, but not limited to: 
risk of loss, illiquidity, unavailability within all jurisdictions, and may not be suitable for all investors. This publication is not intended for distribution to, or use by, 
any person in a jurisdiction where delivery would be contrary to applicable law or regulation, or it is subject to any contractual restriction. No further distribution is 
permissible without prior written consent. 

The views expressed within this publication constitute the perspective and judgment of Hodes Weill & Associates, LP at the time of distribution and are subject to 
change. Any forecast, projection, or prediction of the real estate market, the economy, economic trends, and equity or fixed-income markets are based upon current 
opinion as of the date of issue, and are also subject to change. Opinions and data presented are not necessarily indicative of future events or expected performance. 
Information contained herein is based on data obtained from recognized statistical services, issuer reports or communications, or other sources, believed to be  
reliable. No representation is made as to its accuracy or completeness. 
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